
A few months ago, soon after we began sheltering in place, uncertain of when we could emerge 

in safety, a meme made the rounds on social media. It was an image of Noah’s Ark, with the subtitle: 

“World’s first quarantined family.”  

Just as we agonized over how we would know when it was safe to emerge from the ark, Noah 

had to come up with a plan to determine how much longer he, his wife, his sons, his daughters-in-law, 

and an enormous menagerie of living creatures would have to stay on the ark. My Hadar hevruta, Rabbi 

Jonathan Blake of Westchester Reform Temple, called this “devising a testing protocol.” 

There are four stages to this test: First, Noah sends a raven. “Vayeshalah et ha’orev” (Genesis 

8:7). It flies around, but cannot find a safe place to land. Second, he sends a dove: “Vayeshalah et 

hayonah meito” (8:8). Though most translations of this verse are no different than the last verse, notice 

the Hebrew word “meito,” literally, “from himself.” The 19th-century commentator Rabbi Meir Leibush 

Wisser, known as the Malbim, notes that the dove is a domesticated bird, and that this particular yonah 

was Noah’s house pet, brought with him as one of the seven pairs of doves to survive the cataclysmic 

flood. Noah sent the dove as a messenger bird, expecting it to return with a report. Sure enough, the 

dove comes back, unable to bring any evidence of habitable land. 

In phase three, Noah again sends the dove. “Vayosef shalah et hayonah min hateivah—he again 

sent out the dove from the ark” (8:11). Now, says Rabbi Blake, Noah is not just sending his own carrier 

pigeon on a mission on his behalf. “The dove now has a greater mission: not to serve one man, but to 

serve the entire, fragile, floating ship. Only when carrying responsibility for all life, together, does the 

dove’s mission meet with success, the olive branch in its beak a sign of hope, for all life.” 

Finally, on the fourth attempt to scout for dry land, “vayshalah et hayonah, velo yasefah shuv 

eilav ‘od” (8:12). This time, the dove didn’t come back. It found a safe place to live—a coded message 

that Noah and the rest of creation’s remnants could do the same. 

I like the developmental arc of the narrative, if you’ll allow me the pun on Shabbat Noah. Noah 

sends the raven, at no great personal cost, and nothing happens. Then he entrusts his own dove, making 

a personal commitment to finding a solution. That involves risk, and sacrifice of something of meaning 

and value to himself. But even that’s not good enough. Next he sends the dove on behalf of the entire 

ark, which is every remaining living creature. He didn’t focus merely on what he was giving up; he did so 

for the greater good. When Noah extended personal sacrifice to the needs of all, he received a symbol 

of hope. Soon, it would be safe to return to normal, whatever that might look like after such a 

catastrophe. 

We know very well what personal sacrifice and heroism for the greater good has looked like 

over the past several months. We know that the people on the front lines of fighting COVID-19 have put 

themselves at great risk to work with toxins in search of a cure, to respond to medical emergencies, to 

tend to our sick, to minister to our dying, and to bury our dead. They have delivered our groceries and 

our Amazon products when we didn’t want to go out, and handled our money in the checkout line when 

we did. They have prepared our food, and having been on kashrut supervision duty at Ben’s in recent 

months, I can testify that it is impossible for the workers to stay six feet away from each other. One 

longtime kitchen employee there was on a respirator for nearly six weeks before succumbing to the 

virus. He was around my age.    



Sadly, there are those who to this day cannot see beyond the dove in their own hands, who 

think only of what’s theirs, and not of the potential consequences of their focus inward. You may have 

seen a video this week of a woman in San Diego County berating a Starbucks barista for asking that the 

customer follow store policy and put on a mask. The fact that the customer, who was white, yelled at 

the barista, who was black, made matters worse, but even without those factors, this was an example of 

humanity at its most insensitive. The customer even claimed that she was being persecuted for her 

political beliefs, which were visible from the slogan on the mask that sat on her chin. I’m reminded of 

the midrash on the raven, who complains to Noah about being sent on a dangerous mission. “Mikol 

behemah, ahyah va’of sheyesh kan, ein atah meshaleah elah li?--of all the creatures here, why are you 

picking on me?” (Bereshit Rabbah 33:5). The keyword in the mouth of the raven is “me.” Such 

selfishness is the reason our symbol of peace and hope isn’t a raven, but a dove. 

In the next two Torah portions, we will be introduced to the Bible’s prototypical metropolis of 

evil, Sodom. What do they do that’s so wrong? According to Pirke Avot (5:10), they were emblematic of 

the following attitude: “Haomer sheli sheli, veshelkha shelakh—those who say that what’s mine is mine, 

and what’s yours is yours.” While this may seem to express a benign approach to property and rights—

what the mishnah calls midah beinonit—a middle ground, by no means selfless, but not really so 

malicious as would be theft, to some, it’s what made Sedom, Sedom. They had no sense of mutual 

responsibility, shared destiny. Corruption was thus inevitable. 

We will get off the ark eventually, my friends. I don’t know when, but I know we will. The sooner 

all Starbucks patrons, and all of us who are stuck in this inconvenience, realize that the “we” is greater 

than the “me,” the sooner we can get back to what we all miss so much.    

Shabbat Shalom! 


